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Summer Stunt 
July 8, 2017 

 
Commentary by: Chris Brownhill 
 
It is all too true that a model airplane contest is usually held on a day when you wouldn’t 
normally take your model airplanes out of the house! This year’s Summer Stunt Event 
was no exception to this rule, and it was certain from the outset that it was only going to 
get windier as the day progressed! But, as the rain date was looking worse than the day 
we arrived to do battle, it was decided to press on with the contest regardless. 
 

As is the custom, the Profile Stunt event was flown 
first, with Len Bourel leading off the proceedings with 
his Cardinal, and, as usual, he managed a very good 
flight despite the wind. John McFayden flew next, 
with his LA. 46 powered “Miss D”, and again had no 
problems getting through the pattern. The third flight 
was done by Chris Brownhill, with an O.S. 20 FP 
powered “Sky Writer”, which did not have the power 

to combat against the rising wind.  Unfortunately, Chris ended his flight about six inches 
too low in the Square Horizontal Eight, and did some minor damage to his airplane. 
Dave Kelly flew fourth with his Cardinal, and managed another successful flight even 
though the engine was not running as hard as some thought it could considering the 
weather conditions. 
Doug Blackmore flew a fine pattern with his LA .46 powered Pathfinder, and impressed 
us all with his rapidly improving flying skills! 
 
The second round went more, or less, the same as the first.  The weather was not 
improving, but it was shown to be a testament to the skill of many modern stunt fliers as 
their ability to fly in strong winds is impressive to say the least! 
 
The event was won by Len Bourel with a best flight score of 493 points.  John 
McFayden was in second place with a score of 477 points, and was closely followed by 
Doug Blackmore in third place, with final total of 475 points. 
 
The MAAC Stunt event was going to prove to be even more challenging as the wind 
was not going to go away for the afternoon program! Peter Hanson emerged the 
eventual winner with a score of 575 points, with his impressive Yatsenko Stunter doing 
some hard work despite its awesome horsepower! 
 
Len Bourel finished in second place with a score of 553 points flying his pretty Super 
Tigre .56 powered Stiletto, which by the way, is normally considered a “Classic” entry in 
many U.S. contests, and still flies as good as many modern airplanes! Pat Mackenzie, a 
flier more accustomed to Control Line combat, flew his electric powered Vector to third 
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place, with a score of 546.5 points, and in doing so, showed some considerable 
improvement over his first flight. 
 
John McFayden flew a pretty fair pattern once more with his “Miss D” profile, and took 
the fourth place honours with a score of 521 points. 
 
Due to the conditions being less than desirable 
for Stunt flying, it was decided to run the 
postponed T&D Stunt events in tandem with the 
Summer Stunt events.  Therefore, the scores will 
stand for both events, and the T & D results can 
be completed. To sum up, it was a good day that 
was made out of a not so good one.  The 
weather was bright and warm, but almost to the 
limits of wind speed for a precision aerobatics event.  The skill of the flyers was 
impressive, and the fact that no airplanes were lost speaks volumes about their ability to 
fly in rough weather! 
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PROFILE STUNT 
Champion: Len Bourel 

 

 
Len Bourel 

 

Profile Stunt 

Pilot 1st Flight 2nd Flight Place 

Len Bourel 486 493 1st 

John McFayden 456 477 2nd 

Doug Blackmore 428 475 3rd 

Dave Kelly 418 447  

Chris Brownhill 222 196  

Judges: Pat Mackenzie, Peter Hanson 
Tabulator: Naomi Macklem 

 

    
 John McFayden (2nd) Doug Blackmore (3rd) 
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MAAC STUNT 
Champion: Peter Hanson 

 

 
Peter Hanson 

 

MAAC Stunt 

Pilot 1st Flight 2nd Flight Place 

Peter Hanson 575.0 564.5 1st 

Len Bourel 543.0 553.0 2nd 

Pat MacKenzie 528.5 546.5 3rd 

John McFayden 521 pass  

Judges: Dave Kelly, Chris Brownhill 
Tabulator: Naomi Macklem 

 

    
 Len Bourel (2nd) Pat MacKenzie (3rd) 

 
 


